Introduction.
The present paper is concerned with the general problem of extending the classical theory of analytic functions of a complex variable. This question received the attention of Hilbert and F. Riesz, and probably goes back to Volterra. More recently N. Dunford, L. Fantappie, I. Gelfand, E. R. Lorch, A. D. Michal, and A. E. Taylor have contributed to the subject (see bibliography).
Our approach differs from most of the others in two main respects, namely, in the type of domain and range of the functions and in the definition of analyticity. We consider functions which have for their domains and ranges subsets of an abstract commutative Banach algebra with unit and we use a definition of analyticity introduced by E. R. Lorch [l] . It is known [4] that a function analytic by this definition is differentiable in the Frechet sense but not every Frechet-differentiable function on a commutative Banach algebra is analytic in the Lorch sense. Accordingly, the Lorch theory is the richer.
For the most part, the development of the primary aspects of the Lorch theory parallels that of the classical theory. Interesting departures occur in the more advanced stages. As one would expect, the Cauchy integral theorem and formula occupy a central position and yield the Taylor expansion in the usual way. With Lorch's work as a foundation, we have extended the theory to include a study of Laurent expansions and analytic continuation.
There are also some results on the zeros of polynomials over the algebra, on rational functions and their integrals, and on the singularities of analytic functions. Although the objective of this investigation was essentially analytical, we have also obtained results of an algeb^raic-topological character (e.g. distribution of singular elements). This was a natural outcome of the algebraic character of the techniques used:
1. Basic concepts. A set, B, of elements (denoted by Latin letters a, b, c, x, y, z, • ■ ■ ) is a "Banach algebra" if (1) B is an algebra over the complex numbers (denoted by greek letters), (2) B is a complex Banach space, and (3) the norm satisfies the inequality \\ab\\ ^||a||||&||.
In addition, we assume that multiplication is commutative and that B contains a unit element, e, with ||e||=l.
We recall without proof some of the salient facts about Banach algebras. Multiplication is continuous in both factors together in the metric topology defined by the norm. If a-1 exists (aa~1=a~1a = e), then a is a "regular" element. The set of regular elements will be denoted by G. Since z-1 is a continuous function of z, G is a topological group relative to multiplication.
G is an open set and is therefore the union of disjoint maximal open connected sets, the components of G. The component Gi is the maximal connected subgroup of G [4] . If G has a component other than G\, then G has infinitely many components [l ] . We note that d contains the complex plane with the origin removed, i.e. the set of elements of the form Xe, X?^0.
An element which is not regular is "singular." The set of singular elements is closed and contains at least the zero element, 0. If it contains only 0, then B is isomorphic to the field of complex numbers [8] .
If 7C73 is a closed proper ideal (I^B), then the quotient algebra 73/7 is also a commutative Banach algebra with unit [3] . If M is a maximal ideal, then B/M is isomorphic to the field of complex numbers. The natural homomorphism B->B/M induces a homomorphism of the algebra onto the complex numbers. If xGB, we let x(M) denote the complex number onto which x is mapped [3] . If x is fixed and M varies over the set of maximal ideals, SSI, then x(M) may be regarded as a complex-valued function on STJc. Gelfand shows that this function has the following properties: (1) If x = xx+x2, then x(M)=Xi (M) +x2 (M) .
(
2) Ii x=xi-x2, then x(M)=Xi(M)-x2(M).
IfX is complex, then \-x(M) =(\x) (M) . (3) SSI may be topologised by defining a neighborhood of M0 in SSI as the set of all M in SSI such that | x{(M) -Xi(Mo)\ <e where the xiti = l,2, ■ • • , n, are valued. The concepts "curve," "rectifiable," "length," "integration on a curve" are defined in the natural way [l ] . The classical theorems on Riemann integration are valid since the proofs require only those properties of the complex numbers which are also possessed by the algebra B, the norm in B playing the role of the modulus.
We now state the definition of analyticity, given by Lorch [l] , which shall be used herein. Definition 2.1. Let zo be a point in B and let N(zi) be a neighborhood of zo. Let/(z) be a function defined on N(zi) with range in B. f(z) is "differentiable" at zo if there is an element, f'(za), in B with the property that for any real €>0 there is a 8>0 such that for all z in B with ||z -z0|| <5
The element f'(z0) is the "derivative" of f(z) at z0. The function f(z) is "analytic at Zo" if it has a derivative at all points in some neighborhood of zo.
3. The Cauchy theorem and formula. The following theorem was stated by Lorch [l ] :
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a convex region of B. If f(z) is analytic in E and K is an arbitrary rectifiable closed curve in E, then /x/(z)Jz = 0.
The convexity of E permits the construction of a proof along classical lines in which the theorem is established first for a triangle, then a polygon, and finally for the curve K. The proof for the triangle is based on its compactness.
We now prove the Cauchy integral theorem for a Banach algebra. Theorem 3.2. Let f(z) be analytic in a region E. Let K be an arbitrary rectifiable closed curve which is homotopic to a point in E. Then ficf(z)dz = 0.
(Remark. When dealing with homotopy in an open set, there is no loss of generality in assuming that all the curves are rectifiable. For example, in the proof which follows we can assume that the curves A,-, i = l, • • • , m, are rectifiable since each A, can be replaced by the homotopic polygonal curve consisting of the line segments joining the points z0, Za, zi2, • • • , z,"_i, zn on A,-.)
Proof. Let A be parametrized by z=<p(t), where <p(0) =<f>(l) =za. Since A is homotopic to Zo, there is a function of two real variables, F(s, t), continuous on the unit square O^s^l, O^t^l, in both variables together and such that 7"(0, t)=<p(t), F(l, t)=z0, F(s, 0) = F(s, l)=z0, and F(s, t) is in E for every (s, t) in the unit square.
Since the mapping F is continuous on the compact unit square, its image, {F(s, t)}, is a compact set in E. Hence, there is a minimum distance, p>0, from this image set to the boundary of E. Now, Fis uniformly continuous. Hence, there is a 8>0such that \\F(s', t') E. K. BLUM [March -F(s, t)\\ <p/2 for all pairs (s, t), (s', t') with \s'-s\ <5 and \t'-t\ <5. We choose si such that |si| <5 and 0=to<h< • • • <tn = l such that \U -i,-_i| <5. Let S(z0) be the sphere ||z-z0|| <p. Let z0< = 7^(0, U), i>0,andzu = F(si, t,) and let Ki be the curve defined by T^sx, /), O^t^l. Now, ||zu -z0|| <p/2, II212 -2u|| <p/2, ||zo2 -2oi| <p/2, and | z0i -z0\\ <p/2. Therefore, for \t -h\ <5 we have \\F(su t)-z0\\^ \F(su t) -zu |+||zii-z0|| <p, \\F(0, t)-z0\\ ^\\F(0, t) -Zoi\\+\\zqi -zo\\ <p. Thus, these points are in S(zo), which is a convex set contained in E. Hence, the path consisting of the arc of K joining z0 to Z01, the arc of K~i joining zo to Zu, and the line segment joining Z01 to Zn (denoted by Li) is contained in S(zo). By Theorem 3.1 we have
Next we let S(z0i) be the sphere ||z -z0i|| <p. As above, the arc of K from Z01 to Z02, the line segment L2 joining z02 to Z12, the arc of Ki from zi2 to Zu, and the line segment Zi are all in S(z0i). By Theorem 3.1 again,
Proceeding in this way at each of the points Zo,-, i = 0, 1, • • • , n -1, we obtain a set of n equations of the above type. Adding these equations, we see that all integrals over the line segments cancel, leaving ff(x)dx= f f(x)dx. Now consider the curve 7£2: F(s2, t) where | s2 -Si\ <8. Applying the above procedure, we obtain fKJ(x)dx=fxJ(x)dx.
After a finite number of steps, we obtain fKmf(x)dx = fKf(x)dx, where Km is the "null" curve, 7^(1, t)= Zo. Thus fKmf(x)dx = 0 and the theorem is proven. Definition 3.1. The set of points of the form z+Xe where z is a fixed element in B and X varies over the complex numbers is the "z-plane (1) ." Definition 3.2. Let K: {z+\(t)e} be a simple closed curve in the z-plane (i.e. \(t) is continuous and complex, 0 = <^1). A point z+Xe in the z-plane is "interior to K" ii the complex number X is interior to the simple closed curve, f =X(<), in the complex plane.
An analogue of the Cauchy formula was stated for a neighborhood by Lorch. The following theorem is a somewhat sharper formulation but is not quite the complete analogue (see §4). Theorem 3.3. Let f(z) be analytic in a region EGB. Let zo be a point in E Q) More generally we may consider the set {z+Xg} where g is a regular element. We shal' call this set the (z+Ag)-plane. and S(z0) the sphere of maximum radius, p, with center z0 which is contained in E. If Kis the curve {zo + (m expid)g\0^9^2ir, gEG, p\\g\\ =p/2}, and S (zo, 8) is the sphere with center z0 and radius 8=p/(4\\g~1\\), then for all z in S(zo, 8)
Proof. For all points x on K we have ||x -z0|| = \p\ \\g\\. If z is in S(zo, 8), then z = z0 + b where ||&|| <M/(4||g-1||) ^M||g||/4. The classical theorems on power series are easily established. However, Taylor's theorem must be proven in two steps. First, it is shown that the Taylor series of f(z) equals/(z) in a neighborhood of the center of expansion, zo. Then the identity theorem is proven. (Here, it is important to note that we require two analytic functions to be equal throughout a neighborhood of zo in order to prove them identical. The classical condition that they be equal at a sequence of points approaching z0 is known to be insufficient.) Combining these two results, we obtain equality of f(z) and its power series in the largest sphere contained in the region of analyticity.
This, in turn, yields the complete analogue of the Cauchy formula. With reference to Theorem 3.3, we state it as follows. 5. Analytic continuation. The concepts of analytic continuation, functional element, and complete analytic function are taken over directly from the classical theory. We shall be especially concerned with the singularities of an analytic function. For the precise definitions, the reader is referred to Courant's Funktionentheorie, p. 376 ff. The following example will illustrate how the definitions are used here.
Consider the function defined by the formula g~l. In each component of G, z_1 is a distinct single-valued analytic function. Consider the principal component, G\. Gi is the domain of a complete analytic function defined by z_1, for suppose d is a boundary point of Gi. Let K he a path joining e to d such that K is in Gi except for the end point d. Suppose further that it is possible to continue a functional element Pi(z| e), at e, along K so as to obtain a functional element Pn(z\ d) at d. We assume, as we may, that the functional elements Pi(z\e), P2(z|z2), • • • , P"_i(z, z"-i), Pn(z, d) are power series, the center of each being in the sphere of s.-a. convergence of the preceding. Now, there is a sequence of regular elements {g,} on K such that lim;g;=d! and gj is in the sphere of s.-a. convergence of P"_i(z|z"_i).
Then we have -Pn-i(g,|zn-i)=g/1 and e = limi[giPn_i(gJ|z"_i)]=d-P"_i(^|zn_i). This implies d is in G, which is a contradiction.
Thus d is a "7C-singularity" of z_l and z_1 cannot be continued outside of G.
6. The Laurent expansion. A Laurent expansion about a point Zo is a series of the form E-»^"(2 -2o)"> &n in B, defined for those z such that (z -Zo)-1 exists and the two series Eo°^n(z -z0)n and E-T^nC2-2o)" are convergent. A Laurent expansion may be defined in several disjoint regions in each of which it may define a different analytic function; e.g. z-1. With this possibility in mind, we prove the main theorem. Theorem 6.1. Let g be an arbitrary element in G, and let E denote the set {zo+Xg| 0^rx< |X| <r2}. Setting p\ = min {r2-|X|, |X| -rx}, we write S(\) for the sphere \\z-(z0+Xg)|| <Mx/||g_1|| and £/=Uri<|x|<r,>>(X). If D is a region such that EEDEU and f(z) is a function which is single-valued and analytic in D, then for each z in U there are two curves Kj(z): {z0 + (pj exp it)g, 0^t^2-!r}, j = l, 2, with rx<px<p2<r2 such that:
is a well-defined single-valued analytic function of z; (2) for all z in U, <p(z) = E-»in(z -zo)n where an =-:
and K is any curve of the form {z0 + (r exp it)g\rx<r<r2, 0^^2ir};
(3) for all z in D, <p(z) =f(z).
Proof. Let z be in U. z = zo+~kg+h where \\h\\ =p.\ -e/||g_1||, e>0. For all
Now let pi = ri + 5, p2=r2 -8 where 0<5<e, and consider the curves Ay(z) = {z0 + (py exp it)g}, j = l, 2. For all x on A2(z) we have | (x -z) (M) \\g (
. Thus the integrand in both of the integrals of (1) is defined. Furthermore, although the choice of the curves Ay(z) is not uniquely determined by z, any pair of curves which satisfy the specified conditions will yield the same value for each of the integrals in (1) . This is an immediate consequence of the Cauchy theorem. Hence, the value of <p(z) is uniquely determined by z. Now, for x on A2(z) we have (x -zi)~l = (l/p2)g~1 exp (-it). Hence,
The last fraction is less than 1. Therefore, we may write (x -z)~x = (x -Zo)~l{e+ Yn=i[(z -Zo) (x -zo)-1]"} since the series converges. The convergence is absolute and uniform in x for x on K2(z).
For x on K~i(z), (x -z0) = (pi exp it)g. Since (z -zo)~1 = ('Kg+h)~1 = (l/rK)g~1 (e+hg-*/\)~l, we have
the series being super-absolutely
Thus we may write (x -z)_1= -(z -z0)~1{e+ Ym-i[(z~ zo)_1(x -z0)]n}. Again the series converges uniformly in x for x on K~i(z). Term-by-term integration yields the result (2) of the theorem if we observe that an = (l/2iri) ■Jkjm(x -Zo)~"~lf(x)dx where j = 2 for «2:0 and j = l for «<0, and by the Cauchy theorem fKi<,Z)(x -Zo)~n~lf(x)dx=fK(x -Zo)~n~1f(x)dx where K is any curve of the form {z0 + (r exp it)g\ri<r<r2, Q^t^2ir}.
For w2;0, (2) must be s.-a. convergent for ||z -z0|| <r/|g_1| <r2/ g~l\ , or since r may be taken arbitrarily close to r2, for ||z -z0|| 02/||g_1|| =^2 |g||. For «<0, ||ffl"|[ ^(l/2ir)mr-n\\g\\-n-2ir, where m = max {\\f(x) x on K~}. Thus the series of negative powers converges super-absolutely
(by fourth paragraph of this proof). Since ||g_1[|/r"i^ l/(/i||g||), the series of negative powers may not be s.-a. convergent for all z in U, although it converges for these z. If g = e, then ||g_1|| =||g|| =1 and this difficulty does not arise. Likewise, if ri = 0, the series of negative powers is absolutely convergent and s.-a. convergent. Now suppose z is in D. As above, z = zo+Xg+/s where ||/s|| = (/*x -*)/||g_1||. Choose Kj(z), j = l, 2, as described in the proof of (1) and choose K\ as the curve {zo +Xg + (r exp it)g, 0^t^2-k} where r = jux -5, 0<5<e. Consider the setP={z0+fg|?-1<|f| <r2, \S-\\>nx-e}, FCEand KxCF und Kj(z)CF. We have for all M in SSI and * in F | (
Hence, (x -z)_l/(x) is defined and analytic for all x in F and
by the Cauchy theorem. The integral on the left is equal to f(z) by the Cauchy formula and the right side equals <t>(z). This proves (3), that is, <f>(z) is an analytic continuation of f(z) from the set D to the set U. We shall show that it is possible to continue beyond U.
If M is in 9)?, let E ( <e/2} and 5ft0= {x|||x-x0|| <e/2}. The product 9toX9tto is a neighborhood of (x0, Mi) in BXW. If (x, M) is in 9toX9Wo, then
= e. Similarly, |x0(Af0)| -|x(M) | <«, which establishes the continuity at (xo, Mi). Now, since Kx and A2 are compact sets, their union AiWA2 is also compact. 9JJ is a compact space ( (3)). Therefore, the product (AiUA2)X9tt is compact. Since the function |(x -z)(Af)| is continuous in the pair (x, M), it assumes a minimum value 5^0 on (AiUA2)X2R.
If 5 = 0, there is a pair
the assumption that z is in Q. The above lemma shows that Q is an open set, for if z is in Q, consider the sphere \\z'-z\\<8/2.
Obviously, UEQ since z in U implies that rx< \z(M)-Zo(M)\ <r2 for all M. To give some idea of the structure of Q, we point out that the sphere [March
fSri for all such z. On the other hand, the set of z such that | z -zo|| = r2 may intersect Q, although Q contains no element of the form z0+Xe, where |x| >r2 since |z0(-A7)+X -z0(M)\ >r2. In fact, if z = z0+~ke + h where |x| >r2 and \\h\\ < |x| -r2, then z is not in U, for | (z-z0)(M)| =\\+h(M)\ = |X| -||fc|| >r2. Examples may be adduced to show that Q may contain U properly.
Consider the Banach space (m) of bounded sequences z = {£""}, f" a complex number, ||z|[ =sup"{ |f"| }. If multiplication of sequences is defined by {£n} • {tn} = {%n$n} it is easy to see that (m) becomes a 73-algebra. Let Zo= {0, 0, • • • }. In this case, the set E is a subset of the cartesian product of ^o annular rings of the complex plane, each of inner radius r\, outer radius r2, and center at the origin. Let b be the element of (m) defined by the sequence {(-l)n+1(ri+r2)/2}.
We shall prove that b is in Q but not in U. Note first that if z= {f"} and z(M) =X for some maximal ideal, then there is a sub-sequence of {f"} which converges to X. (The sub-sequence may of course consist of only one distinct number X.) Otherwise (z-Xe)_1 = {l/(fB-X)} and X is not in the spectrum of z. This sub-sequence determines a sequence of maximal ideals {Mk} in (m) such that \im.kz(Mk) =X. Note also that the set Mp of all elements z = {f "} such that f p = 0 is a maximal ideal. If a= {an} and c= {yn} are in Mp, and if x = {£"}, y= {i7n} are arbitrary elements of (m), then xa+yc= {^nan + Vnyn} is in Mp since aj,=7j, = 0.
This makes Mp an ideal. Clearly, Mp?± (m). Suppose MPGI where 7 is a proper ideal of (m), and let x be in 7 but not in Mp. Then x= {£"} where £p 5^ 0 and | £"| ^ 11x|| for all n. Consider the element y = {r)n} where 77,, = 0 and 77" = ||x|| + l for n^p. Since y is in Mp, x+y= {Zn + Vn} is in 7. But |£" + ?j"| \vn\ -|?n| ^||x||+l -||x|| =1 for n^p and |?P + r7P| = \i-p\ 5^0. Thus (x+y)-1 exists and 7= (m). This contradiction proves Mp is a maximal ideal. For any element x= {£"}, x(Mp) =£p since x -%Pe= {?« -£P} is in ilfp.
These remarks show that 6(M) = ±(rx+r2)/2 for any maximal ideal Af in (m). Therefore, b is in Q. Now suppose & is in U. Since zo= {0, 0,
where ri<|X| <r2 and ||A|| <p\. This implies that
For odd n this means thatX lies within the circle of radius (r2 -r-/)/2 and center at (ri + r2)/2, whereas for even n, X must lie within the circle of radius (r2 -r-/)/2 and center at -(ri+r2)/2. This is manifestly impossible so that b is not in U. Returning to the abstract algebra B, we observe that Q, as an open set, is the union of maximal open connected sets, its components.
Let Qi be the component containing U. We shall prove that it is possible to continue analytically from U to Qi. Theorem 6.2. Letf(z) be the function of Theorem 6.1. Ifzis in Qi, then there are curves R~i(z): {zo + (pi exp it)e} and K2(z): {Z0+P2 exp it)e} such that
is a well-defined single-valued analytic function in Qx, (2) \j/(z) is an analytic continuation of <p(z) from U to Qx.
Proof. Lemma 6.1 shows that z(M) is contained in the open annulus bounded by the curves {z0(M) + (r2 -8) exp it} and {zo(M) + (rx + 8) exp it} for all M. Thus if px and p2 are chosen so that ri<piOi + 5 and rt~8<pt<rt, then the curves Ai(z) and K2(z) are such that (x -z)(M)^0
for all x in Ai(z)UA2 (z) and all M; i.e. (x -z)_1 exists and the integrands in (1) are defined. For any other curves chosen in the prescribed way, the integrals have the same value by the Cauchy theorem. Thus ip(z) is uniquely determined by z.
yf/(z) obviously coincides with <p(z) for z in U. To show that it is analytic in Q, we let \\z'-z\\<8/2.
for all x in Ai(z)UA2(z) and all M in 9ft. If we choose p{ and pi such that ri<pi <ri + 5/2, r2 -8/2 <pi <r2, then the curves Kj(z'): {zo + (p/ exp it)e}, j = l, 2, will not only serve to define rp(z') but \p(z) as well. Thus we may write
A classical argument then shows that i^'(z) =(l/2wi)fK2(Z-)(x -z)~2f(x)dx -(l/2iri)fKx{z')(x -z)~2f(x)dx. Thus \{/(z) is an analytic continuation of <p(z) to Oi-The question of whether (?i is the maximal region to which <£(z) may be continued analytically will be answered negatively by means of an example to be cited in §7. 7. Singularities of analytic functions. Let f(z) be a complete analytic function and let Pi(z|zi) be a power series functional element of f(z) at the point Zx =zo+Xg, where g is in G. Let A be a path in the (zo+Xg)-plane joining Zx to zo and such that Px(z\zi) may be continued analytically along A up to but not including z0. Thus, z0 is a A-singularity of f(z). Definition 7.1. Let zo be as above. z0 is a "g-plane singularity" of f(z) if there is an r2>0 and a connected arc K' oi K beginning at z0 and contained in the set E= {zo+^g, 0<|X| <r2} with the following property: If x is in K' and P(z|x) is the power series functional element at x, then P(z|x) may be continued along every path in E which does not contain z0. If g = e, we say that z0 is a "plane singularity" of f(z). In the continuation process within E, it may occur that for each point, Zo+Xg, of E all functional elements whose regions of analyticity contain Zo+Xg assume the same value at this point. In this case, we say that zo is of "locally single-valued type."
If zo is of locally single-valued type, then f(z) has a functional element whose region of analyticity contains E. By Theorem 6.1 this functional element has a Laurent expansion at z0 which represents the functional element at least in E. Definition 7.2. The series of negative powers of the Laurent expansion is its "principal part." If the Laurent expansion at a g-plane singularity z0 has only a finite number of negative powers, then z0 is called a "pole." If there are an infinite number of negative powers, Zo is an "essential singularity."
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that all complete analytic functions are single-valued unless the contrary is specifically stated. Thus all g-plane and plane singularities are of single-valued type and there are Laurent expansions at all such points.
If Zo is a plane singularity of/(z), then it is also a g-plane singularity for all g in Gi and conversely.
In proof, the series of negative powers of the Laurent expansion, f(z) = Y-°°bn(z -z0)n, converges for ||(z -z0)_1|| < « (see Theorem 6.1) , and the series of positive powers for ||z -z0|| <r2 if z0 is a plane singularity. Hence the series converges for all z = zo+Xg where 0< |x| 02/||g|| and g is in Gi. Thus zo is also a g-plane singularity.
The converse is proven similarly.
(If g is in G but not in Gi, the Laurent expansion is defined at Zo+Xg, 0< |X| <r2/||g|| but may represent a different complete analytic function if the region of definition of the Laurent series consists of disjoint components.)
A plane singularity need not be isolated. Theorem 7.1. Let B be a Banach algebra such that (i) the set of regular elements G is dense in B and (ii) the radical of B is {0}. If Zo is a plane singularity of the single-valued complete analytic function f(z), then every sphere \\z -Zo\\ <p contains a point z' which is not contained in the domain off(z).
Proof. Let Y-"°n(z -zo)n be the Laurent expansion of f(z) at z0. By Theorem 6.1, the Laurent expansion is defined for all z such that (z -Zo)'1 exists and \\z -z0|| <r2. Since f(z) is single-valued,/(z) = ^""&"(z -z0)n for all such z. Since z0 is a plane singularity, for some negative integer -m, b_m5*0. Since the radical of B is {oj, there is an M* in SSI such that b-m(M*) Let zi be an element of M* such that ||zi|| <p. There are such elements License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since M* contains Xz whenever it contains z. Letting z'=z0+Zi, we have z'(M*)=za (M*) and \\z'-z0|| <p. Suppose z' is in the domain of/(z). Then there is a Taylor expansion Eo°a"(2 -2')" which converges in a sphere ||z -z'|| <5, and equals/(z) therein. Since G is dense in B, there is an element g in G such that \\g -Zx\\ <e, where 0<e<5, but e is otherwise arbitrary. Let h = z0+g. Since \\h -z'\\ = ||«-*i||<«<*,wehave/(A)= ^an(h-z')\ Thus \f(h)](M*) = YXon (M*) [h(M*)-zo(M*)]n. Now, O-zo)-1 exists. Furthermore, ||A-z0|| ^||ft-z'|| + ||z' -zo|| <e-\-p. Since p and e may be chosen arbitrarily small, we may write \\h -Zo\\ <r2. Therefore, the Laurent expansion is defined for h and f(h)=22Z"bn(h-z0)n.
It follows that \f ( lkg-g||+||g-(2'-2o)|| <|'-l| ■||g||+«<5 for l sufficiently close to 1. It follows that f(hi) = J^;an(ht-z')n.
Further, ht(M) -z0(M) =tg(M) ^0 for all
If and ||At-zo|[g||fc«-z'||+||z'-zo||<|*-l|||i:||+«+p<r2 for t close to 1.
Thus, /(/*«)= E-oAO^-so)". Finally, [f(ht)](M*)= ^an(M*)[ht(M*) -za(M*)Y=Y,-»bn(M*)[hl(M*)-zo(M*)Y for |/-l| <elt say. As t approaches 1, ht(M*) approaches h(M*). Applying the classical identity theorem for complex analytic functions, we conclude that an(M*)=bn(M*) for all n, -«><«< oo (uniqueness of Laurent expansion). This implies that b~m(M*)=0
which is a contradiction. Therefore, z' is not in the domain of /(2).
The method of proof of the preceding theorem shows that a weaker hypothesis than G being dense in B would suffice. It is sufficient that B be such that every maximal ideal M contains an element b on the boundary of G. Then we may set Zi=X& if X is chosen in the right way, and the existence of a regular element in any neighborhood of Zx is assured.
We shall give examples of algebras in which G is a dense set and examples of algebras in which G is nondense.
In fact, there is an algebra having a maximal ideal consisting entirely of elements which are in the interior of the set of singular elements.
The algebra of bounded sequences (m) is a 5-algebra in which G is a dense set. The set of singular elements consists of all sequences {<r"} such that inf"{|o-"| } =0. If a *-operation is introduced into (m) by defining {<r"}* = {<**}, where <?" is the complex conjugate of <r", then (m) becomes a B*-algebra with real bounded *-operation [10] since {o-"} *= {<r"} if and only if an is real for all n, i.e. the spectrum of {<r"} is real, and supxg=(m) {||**||/||x||} = 1 where ||x*|| =sup"{ | an\ }. It follows from a theorem of Rickart [ll] that (m) is a proper algebra; i.e. every singular element is a generalized zerodivisor, (z is a generalized zero-divisor if there is a sequence of elements z" with ||z"|| = 1 and such that limnzzn = 0.) Furthermore, the set of singular ele-[March ments is contained in the closure of G, for if {<rn} is singular and e>0, there is a subsequence {<rnj} such that \<rnj\ <e/2 and for n^nh |o-"| ^e/2. Let 7n=<r" for n^n, and otherwise let 7nj = e/4. The element defined by the sequence {yn} is regular since |7"|^e/4 for all n. Also || {7n} -{cr"}|| = sup"{ |7" -<r"| } <e. Thus every neighborhood of jir.j intersects G. Hence, every singular element is in the closure of G so that (m) is in the closure of G.
Thus G is dense in (m).
In the same way it is shown that the sub-algebra of convergent sequences is also such that the regular elements in it form a dense set.
The algebra C[0, l] of continuous functions (complex-valued) on the unit interval [0, l] with the norm defined by ||/(/)|| =max0g(gi{ \f(t)\ } is another example of an algebra in which the regular elements form a dense set. In proof, let f(t) be a singular element. Then min({ |/(£) | } =0. Let T={t\ \f(t)\ ^e/3} where £<max,{ \f(t)\ }. We define the function g(t) as
follows: for t not in T, g(t) =f(t). If tGT and \f(t)\ =e/3 then g(t) =f(t). Ii t is in T and \f(t) \ <e/3, then there is an open interval containing t and such that |/(<) | <e/3 for all points in this interval. Let (h, t2) be the largest such interval. By continuity, \f(k)\ =\f(k)\ = e/3. Let f(h) = (e/3) exp i9x and /(/2)=(e/3) exp id2. We define g(t) = (e/3) exp [iud2+i(l -u)6i] where u = (t -ti)/(t2 -ti) for all t in (ti, t2). This describes g(t) completely.
Clearly, it is a continuous function. It is a regular element of C[0, 1 ] since inf( {| g(t) \ } = e/3>0. Since max({ |g(0-/(0| } <6> g(0 is in an e-neighborhood of f(t). Thus every singular element is in the closure of the set of regular elements which therefore form a dense set.
We now consider another example. Let E denote the sub-algebra of C[0, l] generated by the element 6 = exp 2wit and the complex numbers. E consists of all polynomials in b (with complex coefficients) and their limits (uniform convergence).
The spectrum of b consists of all the complex numbers X with | X | ^ 1. In proof, we note that for X < 1, we have
\exp ( of zo contained in the set of singular elements. Since z0 is singular and not zero, there is an e, 0 < e < 1, such that the sphere ||z -zo|| <e contains no scalars. We shall show that all z in this sphere are singular, i.e. all the nonzero elements in (b) are interior points of the set of singular elements. Thus, the regular elements are certainly not dense in this algebra.
Choose 8 such that 0 <e + 5<l. Since z is not a scalar, there is a polynomial Eo^*&fc with Xj.5^0, r^l, such that \\z-Eo^HI <^-Further, since zo=b limnp"(/>), given y, 0<e + S+y<l, we can find n such that ||z0 -bpn ( ( EoX*6*)(Afi) = EoXifi^O. Since 5 may be chosen arbitrarily small, it is seen that every neighborhood of z contains singular elements. Hence z cannot be regular and the sphere ||z -z0|| <e<l is contained in the set of singular elements.
Incidentally, this also affords an example of a commutative 5-algebra in which the set of generalized zero-divisors is not contained in the intersection of the closure of G with the set of singular elements [ll] . The element b -e = (exp 2irit -1) is in this intersection since all elements of the form (exp 2irit -1-e), e>0, in a neighborhood of (b -e) are regular. Rickart [ll] shows that every singular element on the boundary of G is a generalized zerodivisor. Hence, the element (exp 2wit -l) is a generalized zero-divisor. There-fore the element (exp 2irit)(exp 2wit-l) is also a generalized zero-divisor. However, this element is also in the maximal ideal (exp 2wit) which means that it is an interior point of the set of singular elements. Hence it is not in the closure of G.
In connection with Theorem 7.1, we remark that the point z' may be a planar singularity or not, that is, both situations do arise. As a simple illustration of the first situation, we consider the cartesian product of the complex plane with itself, i.e. the set of pairs (Xi, X2) with Xi and X2 complex. With the usual definitions of addition and multiplication and now with norm given by max {|Xi|, |X2| }, this set becomes a 5-algebra.
If we let Oi = (l, 0) and Oo = (0, 1) 
We denote the quantity in brackets by g(z). For a constant p there is a 5>0 such that ||g(z)|| ^p>0, whenever \\z -b\\<8. This follows from
Hence ||8-i||« f(z)\\ ^ \(z-b)"ftz)\\ = fg(z)|| ^p and ||/(z)|| ^/||*-&||-.
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Thus if z approaches b in the region for which the Laurent expansion is valid, then||/(s)||-oo. Now suppose {Zk} is a sequence of elements in the domain of f(z) for which the Laurent series is not defined and such that lim* zk=b. There is an integer A such that \\zk -b\\ <r2/3 for all k>N. For each k there is an element gk in G such that ||g* -(zk -b)\\ <ek, where the {ek} is a sequence of decreasing positive numbers approaching 0. If we let ck = b-\-gk, then ck -b is regular and f(ci)= 12n--m<in(ck-b)n for k>N. Since ||c* -&|| =||g*|| ^||z* -&|| +«*, we see that lirriifc^llgjfell =0. From \gk(M)\ ^\\gk\\ it follows that lim* \(ck-b)(M)\ =0.
Since the radical of B is {0}, there is a maximal ideal M' for which a-m(M')
]n approaches infinity as k approaches infinity. Therefore, ||/(c*)|| becomes infinite also. If the a* are chosen such that \\f(ck) -f(zk)\\ < 1, which is possible by the continuity of f(z) at the points zk, it follows that ||/(z*)|| approaches infinity also.
The following remark shows that the behavior of functions in a neighborhood of a singularity is not always analogous to the classical behavior. For example, the Weierstrass theorem for essential singularities does not always hold. Again we assume that G is dense in the algebra. If the point 0 is an essential singularity of the single-valued complete analytic function f(z), and E-o=anZn is its Laurent expansion around 0, where a">=0 for an infinite number of negative n, then it may occur that an(M) =0 for all w<0 and some maximal ideal M. Then \f(z) ](M) = Eo"a»W b (M) ]" for all z for which the Laurent series is defined. By an argument like the one in the preceding theorem, it can be shown that [f(z)](M) approaches a0(M) as z approaches 0. Hence, f(z) cannot approach any element of the form Xe, where X^ao(Af), in every neighborhood of 0, as the Weierstrass theorem requires. To obtain more information on the behavior of functions in a neighborhood of a singularity, we turn to a consideration of rational functions. In preparation, we shall discuss some of the properties of polynomials over a 5-algebra. 8 . Polynomials over a 73-algebra. Let p(x)=ao+axx+
• ■ • +a"x" be a polynomial with coefficients fly in B, and leading coefficient a"5^0. Let D(p) denote the set of elements z in B such that p(z) is in G. We note that D(p) may be empty. For example, if there is a maximal ideal M such that fly(Af) =0
for all z in B.
Hence, p(z) is singular for all z in B. Whether this is a necessary condition for D(p) to be empty is not known. In the algebra (m) it is the case, but the proof employed for (m) does not generalize. However, if D(p) is empty, we may state the following. If an is regular, then for any complex X we have p(\e) = [a0a~1/Xn+ • ■ • +a"_iO^V^ + l]X"an. For |X| sufficiently large, p(Xe) is close to the regular element X"a" and is therefore regular. Thus Xe is in D(p).
The preceding example with p(x) =bx2 + (b2-l)x -b shows that the above sufficient condition for D(p) to be nonempty is not a necessary condition, since 6 is not a regular element of the algebra E.
Let S(p) be the complement of D(p), that is, the set of all z such that p(z) is singular. Theorem 8.1 may be regarded as an attempt to obtain something like a fundamental theorem of algebra. However, it affords meager information about the zeros of p(x). Yet, in a sense to be explained, it is a best possible result for abstract algebras.
Let Z(p) denote the set of zeros of p(x). Obviously, Z(p) ES(p) and therefore may be empty. However, for Z(p) to be empty it is not necessary that an be in the radical. In fact, as the following example shows, a" may be regular.
Let C be the sub-algebra of C[0, l] consisting of those functions f(t) for which /(0) =/(l).
Let p(x) he the polynomial a0-\-a2x2 where ao=-e and a2 = exp 2wit. Suppose p(z)=0.
Then a2z2=-ao or (exp 2wit)z2 = l. Thus z2 = exp ( -2wit) and z= ±exp ( -wit). Since exp ( -wit) is not in C, p(x) has no zeros in C. Yet, <z2 = exp 27r^ is regular in C.
Therefore, for an arbitrary algebra, there can be no fundamental theorem of algebra. At the same time, for some polynomials the set Z(p) may be infinite. In the algebra (m), if p(x) =anx"-\-ao where an is the sequence {ank}, k = l, 2, ■ • •, and inf* {\a"k\ } >0anda0= {ao*} where inf* {|a0i| } >0, then p(x) has infinitely many zeros. In (m), if a" is regular, then p(x) has at least one zero.
The foregoing indicates to some extent how the algebraic properties of polynomials over a 5-algebra differ from those of complex polynomials. We now show that the metric properties differ also.
We recall that for complex polynomials the modulus | p(x) | > N for all x such that |x| >r, N>0 being an arbitrary real number. A very simple example shows that this is not so for arbitrary 3-algebras. In the algebra of pairs (Xi, X2), let p(x)=axx+a0 where ai = (l, 0) and a0 = (l, 1). For every r>0 there is a z in B with ||z|| >r and ||p(z)|| =1; e.g. z=(0, r + 1).
If the polynomial is restricted by the requirement that a" he in G, one might expect the classical result to apply. For the algebras (m) and C[0, l], or any algebra in which the norm has the property ||s2|| =||z||2, this is true. (1) is an algebra with multiplication and addition defined as ordinary multiplication and addition of series and the norm of a power series defined by the usual formula || y^"o;nx"|| = 2o°|an|
• In (1), the element p(x)=x2 -x -2 has norm 1 + 1+2 = 4 whereas max {\p(x)\, \x\ =1} =max {| [£(x)](Af)|, M in SSl} <4 as an elementary calculation shows. The behavior of the norm in algebras like (1) is not clear. We point out that for N>0 there is an r such that for all Xe with |X| >r, ||p(Xe)|| >N ii an is in G. If F is the set of elements z such that \\p(z)\\ >N, then F contains all z such that maxjif {| z(M) \ } >r. F is a subset of the set of z such that ||z|| >r. Ii the radical of B is not JO}, F is a proper subset.
We turn now to a study of rational functions. 9. Rational functions. Let q(x)=ax+b, where a is in G. If q(z)=0, then az= -b, and z = a_16. Thus q(x) has precisely one zero. The rational function
-a~1(x -c)~1 is defined for all elements of the form c+g where -c -a~lb and g is in G. We denote this set by D(q). It is easily seen that D(q) is homeomorphic to G with components mapping onto components under the translation g-^c+g. Unlike G, however, D(q) need not be a group under multiplication. Let D(q)' be the subset of D(q) consisting of elements c+g such that g is in the principal component Gi. The fundamental group of D(q)' is isomorphic to wi(Gi), the fundamental group of Gi. It has been shown [12 ] that the curves of the form {c+exp ty | exp y = e, 0 ^ t ^ 1} form a set of generators with base point c+e. Any closed curve in D(q)' with initial point c+e is homotopic to one of these generators.
Let the curve K in D(q)' be parametrized by z(t) where z(0) =z(l) =c+e.
Let K(c) be the curve in G parametrized by x(t) = z(t)-c so that x(0) =x(l) =e. Then Jk(z -c)~*dz = fK(c)X~ldx = 2iriy, where exp 2itiy = e. Thus the residues of (x -c)-1 are the same as those of xr1. The formula (x -c)~l defines a single-valued complete analytic function in each of the components of D (q). The point c is obviously a pole of order one of each of these functions. However, there may be other simple poles. Suppose z in B is such that the complement of the spectrum of z -c contains the interior of a circle of radius r, centered at 0, with the exception of the point 0 itself. Then (Xe+z -c)-1 is defined for all |X| <r except X = 0, so that z is a pole. This is also a necessary condition for an element z to be a pole. There may be an infinitude of poles, possibly nondenumerable.
For example, if B is a reducible algebra and e, is an idempotent, then Zj = c+ej has the above property since the spectrum of Zj -c consists of the points 0 and 1. There may be a nondenumerable number of idempotents in the algebra. If the radical of 73 is {0}, and B is irreducible, then since the spectrum of every element is connected, we may conclude that the only plane singularity of (x -c)_1 is the pole c.
We observe that all the residues of x-1 may be obtained by integrating along special curves which contain the various singularities of x_1 as "center" in a sense. For example, if Cy is an idempotent, then ey is a pole of x_1. Let K(ej) be the curve {c, + (ry exp 2wit)e, 0 <ry < 1}. Then x_1 is defined on A(«y) and for all points of the ey-plane interior to A(ey), and we have Now let us consider the polynomial p(x) =a2x2+a1x-f ao where a2 is in G. We may assume a2=e. If p(x) has a zero zlt then we may write p(x) = (x -zi) •(x -z2). The substitution y =x -Zi yieldsp(x) =y\y -(z2 -zi)\=y2 -cy where c = Zt -zx. Thus we may confine our attention to polynomials of the form x2 -ex when studying polynomials which are of degree 2 and have a zero. We assume p(x) =x2 -cx and point out some facts about its zeros.
If B is reducible and e, is an idempotent, then clearly ce,-is also a zero. Thus p(x) may have infinitely many zeros. Reducibility is not a necessary condition for p(x) to have more than two zeros. In the algebra C[0, l], if c = sin 2wt, then the polynomial x2 -ex has the following zeros besides 0 and c: the function rx(t) defined by: sin 2wt for 0 = «gl/2, and 0 for 1/2=^1; the function r2(t) defined by: sin 2wt for l/2=/ = l and 0 for 0=^gl/2. We recall that Gx is a subgroup of G and that gGx denotes the coset of G/Gi which contains g and that this is also the component of G which contains g. Let (c+gd) denote the set {c+ggi|gi£G}. We call this set the "c-translate" of the component gGi. Observe that Xg is in gGi for all complex X. If x is such that ||x-Xg|| < |X /||g_1|| for a given g, then x is in gG%. Thus, if we choose X so that ||c|| < |X| /||g_1||, then c+\g is in gGif\(c+gGi);
i.e. for all g in G and all c in B the set gGir\ (c+gGi) is not empty, or each component of G intersects its c-translate.
A component of G may also intersect the c-translate of another component. For example, if g is in G but not in Gi, and gi is in Gi, then (c+Gi) C\gGi contains the element g if we let c = g -gi. Thus we have GC\(c+G) = Ua,hGo[gGir\(c+hGi)]. Now, GC\(c+G) is a union of maximal open connected sets, its components. For arbitrary elements c in an arbitrary algebra B, not much is known about the structure of these components. We have seen that each gGi intersects its c-translate.
It is not known whether this intersection is connected. If it is connected, then clearly it is a component of D(p If z is a plane singularity of f(x), then z is in ~G^J~(c+G), where "~" denotes the complement of a set. If z is in ~G, then its spectrum contains 0 as an isolated point, and all complex numbers in a neighborhood of 0 are not in the spectrum of z -c, with the possible exception of 0. This condition is sufficient for z to be a plane singularity of f(x). If z is not in G and the algebra is irreducible and has radical {0J, then z = 0 since the only element which has a spectrum containing 0 as an isolated point is the zero element. In this case, 0 is not in the spectrum of z -c= -c unless c = 0. If C5*0, then c is in G. Similarly, if z is not in (c + G), then z -c = 0. If c is not 0, then the spectrum of z cannot contain 0 since it is connected. Thus z -c is in G again. This shows that 0 and c are the only possible plane singularities of f(x) when the algebra is irreducible and has radical 0. They are plane singularities only if c is in G. This last condition is also sufficient as the next lemma shows. where this series converges super-absolutely at least for 0<||x|| <l/||c-1||.
that sequence and the number 1. Hence 0 is an isolated point. This is sufficient to make z a plane singularity. The lemma shows that it is a pole. The above example reveals that a zero of p(x) need not be a singularity of f(x). Conversely, the pole z need not be a zero as the example shows. Thus any attempt to locate zeros by contour integration appears doomed to failure.
We have shown that the residues of x~l can be obtained by integrating on curves of the form {z0+(p(t)-e} where z0 is a pole of x~l. This is a type of residue theorem. We should like to prove a similar result for f(x) = x~l(x -c)~l.
Let Cj be an idempotent and let 9ftoy = {M|ey(M) =0} and 9ftiy = {M\ ej(M) = 1}. Then 9ft = 9ftoyW9ftiy and both sets 9ftoy and 9ftiy are closed in 9ft, and therefore compact. We have the following We observe that there may be more than one solution of the above equation.
In the algebra (m), for example, if c = (2, 0, 0, • • • ) and «y = (l, 0, 0, • • • ), then c = (l/2, 82, 53, • • • ) where 5" may be chosen arbitrarily for «^2, except that the {18"\ } must be bounded.
We now prove the main theorem on the residues of f(x) =x~1(x -c)~1.
